“Media Literacy for Adults: Misinformation and Disinformation”

**Webinar Resources**

- [Why the Term “Fake News” Should Not be Used](#), MILCLICKS
- [“Donald Trump Jr.’s Anderson Cooper hurricane conspiracy theory, explained,”](#) Vox
- [“Cristiano Ronaldo Denies Rape Claim as 'Fake News',”](#) BBC News
- [First Draft News](#)
- [“How Technology Disrupted the Truth,”](#) The Guardian
- [“Do You Live in a Trump Bubble, or a Clinton Bubble?”](#) The Guardian
- [“7 Things to Know in The Fight Against 'Fake News',”](#) University of South Carolina
- [“UofSC Faculty Work to Counteract the Emotional Power of Misinformation,”](#) University of South Carolina
- [“Fake News and Alternative Facts: Information Literacy in a Post-Truth Era,”](#) Nicole A. Cooke
- [“Teaching Media Literacy, Second Edition,”](#) Belinha S. De Abreu
- [Countering Truth Decay: A RAND Initiative to Restore the Role of Facts and Analysis in Public Life](#)
- [“The Hype Machine: How Social Media Disrupts Our Elections, Our Economy, and Our Health--and How We Must Adapt”](#) by Sinal Arthur
- [“Detecting Deception: Tools to Fight Fake News”](#) by Amanda Sturgill
- [“Damned Lies and Statistics: Untangling Numbers from the Media, Politicians, and Activists”](#) by Joel Best
- [“Science Fictions: How Fraud, Bias, Negligence, and Hype Undermine the Search for Truth”](#) by Stuart Ritchie
- [“Post-Truth (The MIT Press Essential Knowledge series)”](#) by Lee McIntyre
- [“Calling Bullshit: The Art of Skepticism in a Data-Driven World”](#) by Carl T. Bergstrom and Jevin D. West